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The process of working together to create and achieve locally-owned visions and goals.
Community-Led Development

Development is Local!

Goals of the CLD Movement:

- Voice & Agency for Women, Youth, Marginalized Groups
- Adequate Community Finance: 20%+
- Good Local Governance
- Quality Public Services
- Resilience
Global Members
1500+ CBOs in National and Emerging Chapters
Regional Coordination

The Movement for Community-led Development

- National chapter launched (10 countries)
- MCLD Region, West Africa, Reg. Director: Pascal Djohossou
- MCLD Region, Southern Africa, Reg. Director: Rowlands Katocha
- MCLD Region, IGAD, Reg. Director: Daisy Owomugasha
- MCLD Region, SAARC, In partnership with LOGIN Asia
- MCLD Region: The Americas & Caribbean
Likely Pathways to National Scale

- CSO Consortium Demo
  - Private or Bilateral Funding

- Govt/CSO Pilot
  - Bilateral Funding

- Govt/CSO Scale-up
  - Govt Budget
The Movement for Community-led Development

National Chapters
2020 Report
CLD Assessment
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| A1. The CLD program ensures the participation of excluded groups. | 100 |
| A2. Community members decide focus of the CLD program BEFORE the actual design of the program. | 66 |
| A3. Community members play an active role in CLD program design | 100 |
| A4. Community members play an active role in the CLD program adaptation | 73 |
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